The associationistic view of person perception states that people are perceived in terms of trait covariations. The dimensional view maintains that others are perceived by means of a limited number of dimensions. In contrast, the typological view is that others are perceived in terms of person types, and traits within a given person type have a unique interactive relation. In Experiment l, associationistic, dimensional, and typological representations of implicit personality theories were empirically derived. The derived stimuli were used in Experiment 2, which examined the effects of person type membership on impression priming and perceived trait belongingness, controlling for associationistic and dimensional factors. As expected, results validated the unique contribution of a typological approach to person perception. Implications of the present findings for the implicit personality theory, stereotype, and person memory literatures are discussed.
traits that are believed to be present in the target person. Although perceived trait covariations can be operationalized in several different ways, the most straightforward (in our view) is simply the Pearson product-moment correlation.
The dimensional view maintains that the structure of social thinking is dimensional. Trait relations, trait inferences, or our implicit personality theories (IPTs, e.g., Schneider, 1973 )about others can be described using a small number of underlying dimensions. That is, people do not think about others at the microscopic level of individual trait covariations; rather, they think about others in terms of a few more global dimensions. Expectations about a target person's unknown traits depend upon the distance in multidimensional space between each unknown trait and the known traits of that person. If the known traits are low on the social evaluation dimension and low on the potency dimension, the expectation that shyness provides an accurate description of the person will be fairly high because shyness falls in about the same multidimensional space. The dimensional view is commonly operationalized by factor analytic or multidimensional scaling (MDS) procedures (e.g., Passini & Norman, 1966; Rosenberg & Sedlak, 1972) . Although dimensional solutions are typically derived from trait correlation matrixes, the dimensional approach to person perception assumes that people think at the more global level of personality dimensions.
Two to five orthogonal dimensions have been used to describe people's thinking about others. Work by Rosenberg and his colleagues, for example (Kim & Rosenberg, 1980; Rosenberg, 1976; Rosenberg & Sedlak, 1972) has demonstrated that the most important dimension is an evaluative one, followed by a dynamism dimension (the fusion of activity and potency, in
Contrasting the Three Views of Person Perception
The three person perception views make different assumptions regarding the nature of social (i.e., person) categories. The associationistic view states that social categories can be well described by simple trait covariation. The dimensional view holds that social categories can be well described by dimensions regardless of the internal structure of the categories. In contrast, the typological view maintains that traits composing a social category have an integrity or internal connectedness that differs from trait relations between categories. Recent research on concept and classification learning (e.g., Carey, 1982; Jacoby & Brooks, 1984; Medin & Smith, 1984; Murphy & Medin, 1985; Oden, 1987; Reed, 1972; Smith & Medin, 1981; Whittlesea, 1987) is compatible with the view that categories are not necessarily dense regions of highly correlated attributes and that categorization can best be understood by seeing features in a given set in an interactive manner. Thus, the central question is, does a typological or person-type approach yield anything unique to our understanding of how people think about other people? Or can a dimensional or associationistic approach account for people's perceptions of others?
Although a casual look at the prototype literature appears to provide ample evidence of effects uniquely related to person types, closer inspection reveals that the uniqueness question has not been resolved. To be sure, several researchers have addressed this question (e.g., Andersen & Klatzky, 1987; Powell & Juhnke, 1983) and obtained promising results. However, in the vast majority of work in this area, definitions of what constitutes prototypes (or more generally person types) do not include clauses demanding differentiation from or control for dimensional or associationistic models of IPT. Thus, although past prototype research has appropriately defined prototypes for the goals of that research, it provides little evidence that a persontype concept unique from dimensional or associationistic factors was in operation. For instance, extravert and introvert prototypes may each consist of traits perceived by subjects as being highly correlated (the associationistic definition) or of traits located relatively close to each other in subjects' perceived multidimensional trait space.
But are person types simply groups of highly correlated traits? Are they simply clumps of traits located close to each other in multidimensional space? We maintain that they are not. In our Gestalt-like view, person types mean considerably more to the perceiver than their average intercorrelation or their average distance in multidimensional space. To be sure, the traits included in a given person type will tend to be highly correlated with each other and will tend to be dimensionally close to each other. However, some person types may contain one or more trait members that are only moderately correlated (in perceivers' eyes) with the other members. Indeed, we expect that for some person types there will exist nonmember traits having higher average correlations with the members than one or more of the member traits. The most extreme versions of such person types are some stereotypes. Several racial, ethnic, and occupational stereotypes contain traits commonly seen as only weakly or even negatively interrelated, in both associationistic and dimensional terms. Blacks are seen as gifted (musically, athletically) and lazy. Jewish mothers are seen as caring and interfering. Businessmen are seen as good citizens and ruthless. In sum, our intuitions about person types as well as the labeling and categorization literatures (e.g., Schneider & Blankmeyer, 1983) suggest that person types are Gestalt-like in that their effects are not entirely predictable from a simple aggregation (average correlation or dimensional location) of information about constituent trait members; the whole is more than the sum of the parts.
2 Additional dimensional approaches include information integration theory (N. H. Anderson, 1962) and work on what constitutes central versus peripheral traits in impression formation (Wishner, 1960; Zanna & Hamilton, 1972) .
Testing the Unique Contributions of a Typological Approach
The goal of the present research was to explore the possibility that a typological view adds to our understanding of social thinking above and beyond the associationistic and dimensional views. Note that we are not pitting the three views against each other in some all-or-none fashion, in part because the three views are not wholly incompatible.
The basic strategy was to examine the effects of person-type membership (member versus nonmember) after controlling for dimensional and associationistic parameters. If membership in a person type had some effect (e.g., on belongingness ratings) even when these parameters were controlled, then we could say with confidence that person types are unique Gestalts, not merely clumps of spatially or correlationally related traits.
Rather than using the most extreme kind of person types, the stereotypes, we decided to look at more subtle and general person types. One reason for this decision was to provide a more convincing demonstration; if it works for subtle person types, it has to be a powerful effect. A second reason was methodologically motivated. We wanted to generate the person types from the same data base used to get the associationistic and the dimensional control information. For reasons to be discussed later in detail, the methods used to generate this information precluded the possibility of getting extreme stereotypes.
Several design features needed to be present to provide an adequate test of our hypothesis that person-type-membership status contributes something beyond the associationistic and dimensional views. First, a set of general person types needed to be generated. Second, a criterion task was needed, in which the effects of type membership (member or not) could be assessed. Third, the effects of person-type membership needed to be assessed with associationistic and dimensional location parameters controlled.
Controlling for associationistic and dimensional parameters required several more features. The data base giving rise to the associationistic and dimensional measures needed to be large, representative, and reliable. Furthermore, the dimensional solution needed to provide a good fit, and the individual trait relations needed to be reliable. Finally, a large and representative set of traits needed to be used initially, to guarantee that several person types having the necessary characteristics (i.e., having nonmember trait alternatives that meet the associationistic and dimensional location control criteria) would be generated.
Overview

Stage 1
In Experiment 1, a large group of people described target persons by rating them on 108 different traits (the person description data). Another group of subjects rated each trait on 15 different dimensions, such as warm-cold and interesting-boring (the trait description data). A trait intercorrelation matrix was computed from the person description data. The simple intercorrelations were later used to control for associationistic relations. We performed an MDS analysis of the correlation matrix to get the information needed to control for dimensional location relations. The trait description data were used to help identify the dimensions in the MDS analysis and provide further evidence that IPTs were being accurately assessed. The trait correlation matrix was further subjected to a hierarchical cluster analysis. This procedure was used to identify person types, here defined as trait clusters.
For MDS and cluster analyses, the correlation matrix was treated as a similarity matrix, defined in the broad sense used in the scaling tradition. There are, of course, alternative ways of generating similarity data for a set of stimuli. Each procedure has different meanings, strengths, and weaknesses. One obvious possibility would be to have subjects rate pairs of traits on similarity of meaning. A methodological problem with similarity ratings is the number of trait pairs created by 108 traitsm 5,778 such pairs. A more serious problem with the similarity of meaning procedure is conceptual. IPTs and stereotypes contain some features that are seen as going together very strongly but that are not seen as being very similar in meaning. To take an extreme example from standard racial stereotypes, many people see the features "being Oriental" and "being industrious" as going together, but a semantic similarity rating task would not result in these features going together. Our study dealt only with traits, but the same logic applied. We needed to allow traits that differed in meaning to be grouped together in the final representation (be it dimensional or typological), if people saw them as co-occurring, or we would not have been examining IPTs. Our trait correlation procedure produced a type of co-occurrence matrix of similarity data, wherein high correlations (e.g., .7) indicated trait pairs that people saw as going together and low correlations (e.g., -.7) indicated trait pairs that people saw as seldom co-occurring. Obviously, trait pairs seen as being very similar in meaning also would yield high correlations. The key advantage to our procedure was that it allowed semantically dissimilar trait pairs to be spatially close if they were seen as co-occurring. Also note that because the trait intercorrelations were computed across subjects, one may best view the correlation matrix as a cultural co-occurrence matrix, rather than an individual-subject-based one.
Stage 2
All of the data and analyses described in the previous section were used to create stimuli for the critical Experiment 2. For each cluster, the weakest member was deleted; the remaining core members were presented to subjects with impression formation instructions. Strong nonmember traits for a given cluster were selected if they had higher associations with and closer distances to the cluster impression set traits than did the weakest member of the cluster. After forming the impression, subjects wrote out brief descriptions of the target person and then rated the weakest member and the strong nonmember traits on scales designed to assess subjects' perceptions of how well each trait fit with the impression set. The associationistic and the dimensional models would predict that the strong nonmember traits would be perceived as better fitting with the cluster core traits than would the weakest cluster member, whereas the typological model would predict the opposite. Procedure. Subjects were told that they were participating in a study of how people perceived the personalities o fother people and that their task was to bring in mind and describe two targets on 108 traits. Most traits (100) were chosen on the basis of meaningfulness and likability from N. H. Anderson's (1968) trait list, with all ranges of likability evenly represented. Eight more were added for historical reasons.
Each subject rated two targets. Half of the subjects rated a target they knew very well and liked and a target they knew very well and disliked. The remaining half of the subjects rated a target they had met only once or twice but they thought they would like and a target they had met only once or twice but they thought they would dislike. The main purpose of these manipulations was to ensure a wide range of person descriptions. Subjects rated how characteristic each trait was of the target they described on 5-point scales labeled not at all characteristic (1), slightly characteristic (2), moderately characteristic (3), strongly characteristic (4), and extremely characteristic (5).
Each trait was presented on a separate card; trait cards for each subject were shuffled and enclosed in an envelope. Each subject received two envelopes, corresponding to the two targets the subject was supposed to rate. The order of the two envelopes was randomized for each subject, and instructions were typed on the envelope. Subjects took the first envelope, noted what kind of target they were to describe, brought the target in mind, wrote the target's age, gender, and relation to them on the envelope, and made a liking rating on a 7-point scale, ranging from extremely dislike (1) to extremely like (7). Then, subjects removed the trait cards and rated the target on each trait by writing a number (1 through 5) on the trait card. After finishing the first target, subjects put all the trait cards back in the envelope, sealed it, and proceeded to the next envelope. On completion of the task, subjects designated their gender and age. Then they were debriefed, were thanked for their participation, and were excused.
Part 2." Trait Description
Subjects. Fifty undergraduate students participated in groups ranging in size from 8 to 25 persons and received credit toward an introductory psychology course requirement.
Procedure. Each subject was provided with an envelope containing 108 cards on which were printed one of the traits used in Part 1. Each subject was also provided with 108 sheets of paper. Each sheet contained 15 5-point rating scales, corresponding to 15 dimensions. The 15 dimensions were pleasant-unpleasant, like-dislike, bad-good, activepassive, extraverted-introverted, impulsive-inhibited, dominant-submissive, dependent-independent, friendly-unfriendly, cold-warm, open-minded-close-minded, important-unimportant, interestingboring, intellectual capabilities (high-low), social skills (high-low). For each of the 108 traits, subjects imagined a target who could be best described by that trait. Then, subjects rated the imagined target on the 15 dimensions. Subjects were thanked and then were debriefed and excused.
Results and Discussion
Person Description Results
Three hundred ninety-four people were described with 108 trait ratings by the 197 subjects in Part 1. The trait ratings were correlated across the 394 person descriptions. As previously noted, the resulting correlation matrix was essentially a culturally perceived co-occurrence similarity matrix. A strong positive correlation between 2 traits indicated that targets rated high on l trait tended to be rated high on the other and that targets rated low on 1 trait tended to be rated low on the other. A strong negative correlation between 2 traits indicated that targets rated high on I trait tended to be rated low on the other trait and vice versa. Correlations close to zero indicated that ratings on I trait were not predictive of ratings on the other.
These correlations were converted to dissimilarities and subjected to a series of MDS analyses, using the ALSCAL-4 program through SAS (Young & Lewyckyj, 1979 ; note that MDS analyses of the similarities data produced practically identical results). Nonmetric MDS was used in the Kruskal/Shepard tradition (Kruskal, 1964; Shepard, 1962a Shepard, , 1962b Shepard, , 1972 . Nonmetric MDS computes intertrait distances on an ordinal scale and derives Euclidean dimensions by an iterative search procedure. Figure 1 contains two fit indexes for each of the six obtained solutions. The R 2 (RSQ) index is the proportion of variance of the disparities that is accounted for by the solution. Stress (Kruskal's Stress Formula 1) is the square root of a normalized residual sum of squares and is therefore better thought of as a "badness-of-fit" measure, with larger scores indicating a worse fit.
The results of these analyses revealed three main points. First, a two-dimensional (2-D) solution was deemed most appropriate, although a three-dimensional (3-D) solution was also reasonable. Second, the 2-D solution fit the data quite well, RSQ = .95, stress =. 121. Third, inspection of the dimensional locations of various traits suggested that the two dimensions consisted of a general evaluation dimension and a dimension related to dynamism or activity. 3 Table 1 lists selected extreme traits for both dimensions. We will return to the labeling issue shortly.
Trait Description Results
The 108 traits were rated on each ofl 5 marker dimensions by the 50 subjects in Part 2. Means across the 50 subjects were computed for each trait on each marker dimension. The resulting 108 (traits) by 15 (dimensions) matrix of average ratings was subjected to a principal-components factor analysis. Figure 2 is a scree plot of the eigenvalues. As can be seen in Figure 2 , the data were best described by two factors, according to an eigenvalue-greater-than-one criterion.
The factors were only slightly correlated, indicating that an orthogonal solution was acceptable. Inspection of the factor loadings suggested that the two dimensions consisted of a general evaluative one and one related to dynamism, as in the MDS 3 We also conducted a series of INDSCAL analyses using multiple matrices created by various experimental and classification variables. Specifically, we looked for differences in importance of dimensions as a function of sex of subject, sex of target, familiarity of target, and liking of target. We used the analysis of angular variation procedure suggested by Schiffman, Reynolds, and Young (1981 ) to perform significance tests on the dimension weights from INDSCAL. No consistent differences were found. results on the person description data of Part 1, Table 2 contains the rotated factor loadings. Subjects who rated people that were imagined to have one specific trait apparently produced essentially the same structural relations among traits as did subjects who rated real people (el. Passini & Norman, 1966) .
Comparison of Person Description and Trait-Rating Results
The main purpose of gathering the trait-rating data was to aid in labeling the MDS results. Although there are many ways to do this with the data at hand, the clarity and consistency of results from several quite different analyses allowed presentation of fairly simple procedures.
The basic unit of analysis consisted of the trait set. For each of the 108 traits, we had two MDS dimension scores (from the 2-D solution) and 15 average marker dimension ratings. Our first comparison of the person description results with the marker dimension results consisted of correlating MDS dimension scores with the average marker dimension ratings across the 108 traits. Table 3 presents these results separately for the l0 marker dimensions that loaded most heavily on Factor 1 and the 5 that loaded most heavily on Factor 2. For our second comparison, we computed factor scores for the 108 traits, which were based on the factor analysis of the marker dimension trait ratings. We then correlated these factor scores with the MDS dimension scores derived from the person descriptions. As seemed inevitable from the pattern revealed in Table 3 , Factor I correlated quite highly with Dimension 1 (r = .91 ), t(106) = 23.2, p < .00 l, and Factor 2 correlated quite highly with Dimension 2 (r = .86), t(106) = 17.3, p < .00 I. Furthermore, Factor 1 did not correlate with Dimension 2 (r = -.04) and Factor 2 did not correlate with Dimension 1 (r = -. 12). These analyses quite clearly show that the two MDS dimensions are well described as general evaluation and dynamism.
Overall these results indicate that the data met the basic re- • These scales were reversed in the presentation format to subjects. quirements for testing the unique contribution of a typological approach. The person descriptions were generated by a large number of subjects (197), described a large number of targets (394), and described a wide range of targets (e.g., familiar or unfamiliar, liked or disliked). These features produced trait correlations that are representative and reliable. Furthermore, these descriptions were well fit by a dimensional model. Thus, if meaningful person types can be derived from the same person description data, we should be able to control for dimensional and associationistic factors in a test of the potential unique contributions of the typological approach.
Cluster Analys& on the Person Description Data
A hierarchical cluster analysis using an average linkage rule was performed on the trait correlation matrix (Johnson, 1967; Ward, 1963) . Clustering algorithms differ in several respects. Some begin with all items in one large cluster and then iteratively split the set into more and smaller clusters until each item is its own cluster, on the basis of within-cluster proximities. Other algorithms begin with each item as its own cluster and iteratively combine items (and item sets) having the largest similarity scores until all are in one large cluster. Although cluster analyses in general have the potential of uncovering existing person types (cf. Powell & Juhnke, 1983) , the latter type of algorithm most closely matched our intuitions concerning person types. Thus, the BMDPIM program was used; the input matrix was defined as a similarity matrix. (Defining the input as correlations produced the same main clusters.)
Interpreting cluster analysis results, just as interpreting MDS and factor analysis results, is a subjective process. Three simple rules were used in our analysis: (a) A cluster must contain at least 4 traits and no more than 10, (b) intracluster similarity scores must be 70 or greater (this roughly corresponded to an average correlation among cluster items of.40.), (c) when a large cluster meets the first two criteria but can be subdivided into two smaller (and tighter) clusters that also meet the first two criteria, the two smaller clusters should be used. Although somewhat arbitrary, such rules prevent a haphazard approach to selection of trait clusters. Furthermore, the ultimate criterion for the validity of any cluster solution is its ability to produce theoretically meaningful results in different contexts (cf. Whittlesea, 1987) . These rules resulted in derived clusters that met the needs of our experiment, accurately represented people's understanding of what constitutes a person type, and provided a reasonable interpretation of the results.
Eleven clusters emerged from this analysis, containing from 4 to 7 traits each. A total of 56 traits appeared in the clusters; the remaining 52 traits did not meet the criteria for inclusion in a person type cluster. The 11 clusters and their trait members are listed in the Appendix. Inspection of these clusters revealed person types that are intuitively reasonable; one can recognize all the types as being part of his or her own implicit personality theories and many of the types as fitting perceptions of particular people one knows. Thus, the cluster analysis apparently recovered common or familiar person types. Note that the MDS results did not yield such insights into the structure of person descriptions.
Further insight may be gained by inspection of Figure 3 . In this figure, the clusters are presented in a tree diagram. The points o fintersection between lines indicate the level of similarity at which sets of traits were joined into a larger cluster by the cluster analysis. Similarity is a BMDP1M rescaled variable ranging from minimal similarity (0) to maximal similarity (100) . In the present data, the similarity corresponds fairly closely to (r + 1)/(.02). Thus, a similarity score of 0 corresponds (closely) to an average intercorrelation of-1; a similarity score of 50 corresponds to an average intercorrelation of 0; and 100 corresponds to 1. Overall, good traits and bad traits joined at a negative correlation level. This matches the MDS results rather well in that a very strong general evaluative dimension emerged.
The 11 named clusters are vertically positioned, so that the similarity scores correspond to intracluster similarity. For exam- pie, trustworthy is a tight cluster, having a similarity score of 86 (average intracluster r of about.70). Conversely, spacey is a fairly loose cluster (similarity score of 70, average intracluster r of about .40).
To get a better feel for the person types and their interrelations, we computed their dimensional locations using the MDS results and plotted the clusters in 2-D space. Figure 4 contains this plot. The clusters varied primarily along the evaluation dimension, although their variation along the dynamism dimension is also both apparent and meaningful. One does think of aggressive people as being more active than spacey ones, for instance.
We also plotted cluster items in both 2-D and 3-D space. As expected, we could find no plots that would satisfactorily separate traits into the derived clusters. Figure 5 contains the 2-D plot for the traits contained in four of the clusters. As can be seen, this MDS solution does not clearly distinguish the clusters found by the clustering algorithm.
In sum, the cluster analysis produced results that corresponded quite closely to the MDS results, but it provided additional information as well. Specifically, the cluster analysis recovered meaningful person types that could not be identified by the MDS results. Hence, these results support the position that person types contribute to perceptions of other people over and beyond the associationistic and dimensional approaches.
However, we recognize that claiming support on the basis of these results is premature at best. Our failure to see as much in the 2-D and 3-D plots as in the cluster results could reflect our own biases or perceptual shortcomings. Furthermore, one might argue that higher dimensional MDS solutions would produce equivalent information if only we could visualize more than 3 dimensions. Such an argument ignores the fact that either 2 or 3 dimensions fit the MDS results extremely well, but the argument nonetheless has merit. What is needed is further 
)
validation that the derived person types contribute to person perception in a unique way, in relation to the dimensional factors. Before presenting such evidence, though, a brief excursion into how the methodological differences between MDS and cluster analysis relate to our theoretical points is necessary.
Cluster Analysis and Person Types
To validate the unique contributions of a typological approach, we must show that cluster membership (versus nonmembership) predicts subjects' perceptions of people (e.g., memories or judgments) even when associationistic and dimensional factors have been equated. To do this, we must identify strong nonmember traits, which are at least as closely related (from an associationistic or a dimensional perspective) to a given cluster as the worst fitting member of the cluster. Such strong nonmembers were relatively rare, because the cluster and the MDS analyses used the same trait intercorrelations as the input measures of similarity.
However, we expected to find some strong nonmembers for some of the clusters because of differences in the analytic techniques that are reflective of theoretical differences between an associationistic, a dimensional, and a typological approach. The major difference between these approaches in the present context concerns the computational rules used. Consider the early stages of the cluster analysis procedure, in which Traits A and B have already been clustered on the basis of their high correlation. Now consider Trait C. The associationistic computation of C's nearness (or belongingness) to AB is simply the average of C's correlations with A and B. This measure, though, does not take into account C's relation to D, E, and F and their relations to A and B. In contrast, the MDS dimensional computation ofC's belongingness to AB does take into account other trail relations to some extent. That is, each trait's location in MDS space has been determined in a way that minimizes overall stress, a measure of how well the MDS configuration reproduces the total input matrix. Belongingness is thus simply average MDS distance from AB.
But the dimensional approach does not fully account for possible relations between C on the one hand and D, E, and F on the other. Cluster analysis and the typological approach do. In particular, when C is more closely related to D, E, and F than to AB, it will be clustered with DEF rather than AB regardless of how highly correlated or how close it is to AB. Another trait, X, that is as close to AB as C is, will be clustered with AB if it is not more closely related to other clusters. Thus, in our view, the cluster analysis correctly identifies cluster members both on the basis of how close they are to each other and on how far they are from other potential clusters.
Note that we do not claim that the cluster analysis procedures depict underlying psychological processes. However, we do think that the special interrelation among members of a person type precludes (to some extent) similar interrelations with more than one person type; a trait seldom can be a key feature of more than one type. The cluster analysis procedure described earlier does pick up on this feature of the typological approach to person perception. 4
Our typological model thus predicts that with a sufficiently large and representative number of traits and person descriptions, one should be able to find person types (clusters of traits) for which there exist nonmember traits having (a) higher average intercorrelations with the cluster members than does one of the members and (b) smaller MDS distances from the cluster members than one of the members. Most important, the typological view predicts that such strong nonmember traits will be perceived as having poorer fits with the person type than the weak member traits having equivalent or poorer relations (i.e., intercorrelations or MDS distances) with the person type. The associationistic and dimensional views predict the opposite.
The existence of acceptable strong nonmember traits was examined by comparing the average correlations and distances of person type members (within each of the 11 derived person types) to the average correlations and distance of all nonmembers. First, for each person type, the weakest member was identified as the member with the lowest average intercorrelation with the other members. The other members constituted the core members. (We applied the same procedure using MDS distances. The procedures yielded the same weakest member in 10 of 11 cases.) Next, all nonmember traits were compared with the weakest member; those that had higher average intercorrelations with the core members than did the weakest member were defined to be acceptable strong nonmembers.
Eight of the clusters had at least one strong nonmember. There were 40 such traits, These eight clusters along with their respective strong nonmembers are presented in the Appendix. Also noted in the table are which items of the clusters make up their person type cores and which are the weakest members.
When the further restriction was added that strong nonmembers also be closer in 2-D MDS space than the weakest member traits, the number of strong nonmembers dropped but was still a usable 20. Several different definitions of strong nonmembers were used in Experiment 2. For now, note that these results confirm the existence of strong nonmembers and provide the basic stimuli for the more critical validation study to follow.
Experiment 2
Method Subjects
The subjects were 28 undergraduate students participating to satisfy a psychology course option. Sex of subject yielded no significant effects and so is not discussed.
Materials, Procedure, and Design
Core, weakest member, and strong nonmember traits were available for eight person types, derived from the results of Experiment 1. The cluster member having the lowest average intercorrelation with other members was the weakest member trait. All nonmember traits having a higher average correlation with the core traits than the weakest member were designated strong nonmember traits. There were from one to nine strong nonmembers for the eight clusters.
Subjects were informed that the experiment tested how people think about other people. Their task was to consider a set of traits, imagine what a person with those traits would be like, write a short description of that hypothetical person, and make several judgments regarding that person. All stimuli were presented in booklet form. For each person type, subjects first read the core traits and formed an impression of a person having those traits. Next, subjects were instructed to write a description of the hypothetical person they had imagined as having the core traits. The two purposes of this task were to ensure that subjects formed an impression that was based on the core traits and to provide data allowing assessment of whether the weakest member traits were more likely to be mentioned spontaneously than the strong nonmember traits. After completing this impression formation and description task, subjects examined a list of strong nonmember traits along with the weakest member trait. The strong nonmember and the weakest member traits were rated on a belonging scale in terms of whether each particular trait belonged to the imagined person. The belonging scale ranged from does not belong (1) through might belong (5) to very likely belongs (9). After the belonging task was a conditional probability task. Subjects again were given the strong nonmembers and the weakest member trait for the cluster, as well as the core items. For each of the strong nonmember and the weakest member traits, subjects estimated the percentage of adults having the trait, given that they had the core traits. Subjects were subsequently debriefed, then they were thanked for their participation and were excused.
All subjects responded to the same eight person-type stimuli, in different random orders. In addition, the presentation order of strong nonmember and weakest members was randomized; three such orders were used. Presentation order yielded no reliable effect; therefore, it was not included in the reported analyses. The overall design was thus 4 Our cluster analysis approach is only one way of identifying person types that are unique from dimensional approaches. We see it as a conservative one, given the restrictiveness of reliance on the same type of similarity data used in dimensional approaches. For example, stereotypes containing contradictory traits (caring and interfering) cannot be identified using our approach because over a large set of target people, such traits will be seen as negatively correlated. Future research on the typological approach may profitably use other methods to identify person types, as long as comparable data on dimensional issues are also considered. completely within-subjects and had two factors: person type (the eight clusters) and member status (weakest member versus strong nonmember). For cases in which more than one strong nonmember was available, the average of the strong nonmembers was used.
Our main hypotheses concerned the effects of membership status (weakest member versus strong nonmember) on the target traits. Briefly, the person-type approach predicts that on average, weakest member traits will yield higher belonging ratings and higher conditional probability judgments and will be generated more frequently in the written impressions than will the strong nonmember traits. As we had no interest in differences between the different person types, only the results of the member status independent variable were reported.
Results and Discussion
The three dependent variables were spontaneous trait ascriptions, belonging ratings, and percentage ratings. Several sets of analyses were carried out to test our basic hypothesis that weakest members would be seen as better fits than strong nonmembers. Separate analyses were carried out for different criteria of what constituted a strong nonmember. The most inclusive definition was the one described earlier: all nonmember traits having higher average intercorrelations with the core than the corresponding weakest member. We called this the 0-D (zerodimension) analysis, because none of the MDS results were used in this definition. In essence, the 0-D analysis tests the typological view (i.e., the weakest members) versus the associationistic view. More restrictive definitions were used to test several MDS versions. The 2-D analysis was based on strong nonmembers that were both more highly correlated with the core traits and closer in 2-D MDS space to the core traits than the corresponding weakest traits. This definition resulted in fewer acceptable strong nonmembers and clusters. Indeed, only five of the clusters had at least one strong nonmember.
Two higher dimensional analyses were also carried out to ensure that our findings were not artifacts of an incomplete MDS solution, as discussed in the Results section of Experiment 1. Specifically, one could argue that a more complete (i.e., higher dimensionality) MDS solution is needed and that use of a more complete solution would eliminate any typological model superiority. Of course, this argument presupposes a relatively poor fit of the 2-D MDS solution. As pointed out earlier, though, the 2-D solution was deemed best, and it provided a very good fit (RSQ = .95, stress =. 121). Also note that as the dimensionality is increased, the MDS solution becomes more like the input correlation matrix, so that in the extreme case, in which there are k -1 dimensions (where k is the number of variables), the MDS solution recovers the correlation matrix.
The empirical answer to this possible problem was to analyze the current experiment with several dimensional definitions of strong nonmembers. Therefore, 3-D and 6-D analyses were conducted in addition to the 2-D analysis. The 3-D solution was used because the results of Experiment 1 suggested that either a 2-D or a 3-D solution was appropriate. The 6-D solution was used because we wanted to be sure that the incomplete-solution alternative explanation would be adequately addressed and six dimensions was the maximum our MDS package (SAS AL-SCAL-4) could produce.
Spontaneous Trait Ascriptions
For each person type, subjects first formed an impression by imagining a person having the person-type core traits. Subjects then wrote a brief description of the imagined person. The written descriptions were examined; all trait inferences were recorded and compared with the list of strong nonmembers and the weakest member trait for the appropriate person type. A gist coding scheme was used in this analysis. Thus, a statement such as "this person would steal from his own mother" was coded as an instantiation of the trait dishonest. 5
We predicted that the weakest member traits would, on average, be more likely to be generated spontaneously by impression formation than would the strong nonmember traits. The associationistic and dimensional approaches predict just the opposite, because the strong nonmembers are more highly correlated with and closer in MDS space to the core.
For all the definitions of what constitutes strong nonmember traits, the weakest members were significantly more likely to be spontaneously generated than were their corresponding strong nonmembers. For the 0-D analysis, for instance, the average proportion of spontaneous generation of weakest members, averaged across the eight person types, was .22; the corresponding average for strong nonmembers was .08. This difference was highly significant, F(I, 27) ---24.30, p < .001. Furthermore, as can be seen in Table 4 , this effect occurred regardless of which MDS dimensional criterion was used.
Belonging Ratings
Subjects rated the weakest member and the strong nonmember traits on the degree to which each belonged to a person described by the core impression-set traits. Table 4 contains the means of the weakest member and the strong nonmember trait ratings, for each of the four definitions of strong nonmember traits. As predicted, the weakest member traits received higher belonging ratings than the strong nonmember traits regardless of which MDS criteria were used, all Fs(1, 27) > 15, ps < .001.
Percentage Estimates
The final dependent measure consisted of subjects' estimates of the percentage of people who had each of the strong nonmember and the weakest member traits, given that they had the core impression-set traits. For each of the four definitions of strong nonmember traits, Table 4 contains the means of the weakest member and the strong nonmember trait ratings. Once again the predicted results were obtained. Subjects gave higher conditional probability estimates for the weakest member traits than for the corresponding strong nonmembers for each of the MDS defined criteria, all Fs(1, 27) > 8, ps < .01.
Remember that the 0-D analyses tested our typological aps A strict coding, which was based on the target traits and synonyms, was also carried out. The major effect of strict coding was that the frequencies of both weakest member and strong nonmember traits dropped considerably. However, the same pattern was obtained as with the gist coding, and the results still were statistically significant (ps < .05). "For all definitions, each strong nonmember had a higher average correlation with the core traits than did the corresponding weakest member. For 0-D, this was the only criterion. For the 2-D, 3-D, and 6-D definitions, each strong nonmember also was closer in 2-D, 3-D, or 6-D MDS space (respectively) than the corresponding weakest member. *p<.05. **p<.01. ***p<.001.
proach while controlling for the associationist position. The 2-and 3-D analyses tested the typological approach while controlling for the appropriate dimensional aspects. Finally, the 6-D analyses tested the typological approach against the incomplete solution argument. The fact that all results were as predicted provides strong evidence that a typological approach to person perception adds significantly to the associationistic and dimensional approaches.
An Alternative Explanation
One might speculate that the obtained effects resulted from a few misclassified strong nonmember traits, because of normal variation in sample correlations. For example, several of the strong nonmembers may actually correlate less highly with the target core traits than the relevant weakest member trait.
By using all available strong nonmembers, we have already dealt with this potential problem to some extent. This is because there are two main types of classification errors possible: Some strong nonmembers may actually have lower (rather than higher) correlations with the target core traits than the relevant weakest member; some strong nonmembers may actually be stronger members of the person-type cluster than the weakest member. The first classification error could help our hypothesis; the other works against it. By using all identified strong nonmembers and combining results across person types, our procedure would tend to average out whatever classification errors might exist. However, one type of misclassification error may occur with greater frequency than the other. If the first classification error is relatively more likely, then our procedures could overestimate the power of cluster membership.
Thus, we also addressed the alternative explanation empirically. Our first approach was to see if there was a systematic relation between the core correlations of strong nonmembers and the mean judgments made by subjects in Experiment 2. The alternative explanation predicts strongly positive correlations. For each cluster having more than two strong nonmembers, the correlation between the strong nonmembers' average core correlations and the mean judgments of belonging was calculated. In no case did the correlation reach significance, ps >. 10. Most of the correlations were slightly positive, as one might expect, but one was fairly negative. 6 We also correlated these scores across all 40 strong nonmembers (rather than within target cluster). This correlation was negative, but not significantly so (p >. 10). Our second empirical approach was to eliminate the most extreme strong nonmembers--that is, those most likely to be misclassified. The current strong nonmembers most likely to be truly misclassified cluster members were those with the largest discrepancy between their core correlation and their corresponding weakest member core correlation. (Actually, rsquared was used.) At the other end of this distribution of discrepancy scores were strong nonmembers that perhaps should not have been included because in truth their core correlation was lower than that of the weakest member. These would be the strong nonmembers with the smallest discrepancy in relation to the weakest member.
To examine what would happen when the most likely misclassified strong nonmembers were eliminated, we analyzed the belonging ratings after deleting the strong nonmembers in the top and bottom 10% of the discrepancy distribution. The results were quite clear. All the basic effects remained for all the models (0-D, 2-D, etc.), all ps < .001. One could maintain that we should have eliminated only the strong nonmembers that theoretically may have inappropriately helped the hypothesis in our original analyses. Analyses eliminating only the lowest 20% did not eliminate the effects, all ps < .01.
A third empirical approach to this alternative explanation involved dividing the original sample of person descriptions (from Experiment 1) into two subsamples. We decided to do this by sex of subject, though for our present purposes a random split would also have served. We next computed the trait correlation matrix for each subsample and examined the weakest member and strong nonmember trait correlations with their target core traits. To avoid capitalizing on any possible selection artifact, we used the same weakest member traits as in the original analyses. To remain in the subsequent analysis, a strong nonmember trait had to have a higher average correlation with the core traits than the relevant weakest member for each of the three samples (male, female, and whole sample). As expected, this conservative procedure did reduce the number of strong nonmember traits and the number of clusters having at least one acceptable strong nonmember trait. However, the smallest stimulus sample still had 10 strong nonmember traits in four clusters (the 6-D definition). Note that the original analyses produced a minimum of 19 strong nonmember traits (3-D), and a minimum of five clusters (2-D). Analyses of the belonging ratings from Experiment 2, using this new reduced set of strong nonmember traits, yielded clear results. All of the effects (0-D, 2-D, 3-D, 6-D) remained (ps < .002). Indeed, two of the four analyses yielded stronger effects than the original analyses. Thus, the misclassification alternative hypothesis is not tenable.
General Discussion
Summary of Findings
The goals of the present article were (a) to demonstrate that the typological approach (operationalized by a clustering algorithm) could lead to the identification of meaningful sets of traits that the associationistic view (operationalized in terms of trait intercorrelations) and the dimensional view (operationalized by an MDS algorithm) could not and (b) to validate this position with independent data from an impression formation experiment.
Our large sample of person descriptions, which included a large range of targets and subjects and which was based on a large sample of traits, was well modeled by a 2-D MDS solution. The derived dimensions (general evaluation and dynamism) corresponded well with previous findings in this area. Furthermore, an independent group of subjects who provided ratings on 15 marker dimensions for the same set of traits produced the same 2-D implicit personality theory. Again, this finding provides a strong conceptual replication of past research.
Despite the high-quality fit obtained by the MDS analysis, a subsequent hierarchical cluster analysis provided additional insights into how people think about other people. Clearly recognizable person types emerged from the cluster analysis. Close examination of the derived person types resulted in the identification of strong nonmember traits that were more closely related (in associationistic and dimensional terms) to the cluster core than the weakest cluster member.
Most important, though, were the results of Experiment 2, in which the effects of cluster membership status (weakest member versus strong nonmember) on several dependent variables were assessed, after controls for associationistic and dimensional factors were in place. Membership status had a clear effect on the spontaneous generation of related traits, on perceived belonging of traits, and on conditional probability estimates. In all cases, members were seen as better fits than nonmembers, even though nonmembers were more closely related by associationistic and dimensional criteria. Experiment 2 validated the position that traits within person types have a structure of their own. That is, person types are more than clumps of traits that are close to each other associationistically or multidimensionally.
Structure of lPT? Dimensional vs. Typological
Note that this research was designed to examine the possibility that person types contain additional information, relative to associationistic and dimensional models. The results clearly demonstrated this to be the case. However, the present results do not conclusively demonstrate that people think about others in terms of types or that IPTs are structurally represented as person-type categories. IPTs may be represented both dimensionally and typologically in memory. It may be possible to devise methods whereby dimensional representations yield information on person judgments that is superior to typological representations. What this work has done is to clearly demonstrate that a typological approach provides important advances in understanding the development of trait expectancies by means of initial impression sets. In essence, the present work is an empirical validation of the natural groupings of person stimuli as person types. Most important, this research demonstrates the need for work in IPT to go beyond dimensional approaches.
On the Structure of Person Types
Much of past research on prototypes, person types, and IPT in the social domain has failed to demonstrate that person types are anything more than groups of highly associated traits. Our reading of this literature suggests that these theoreticians believe such types to be more than the sum of their parts (i.e., their perceived similarity). The present research confirms this intuition of many past scholars. However, we have not solved the problem of describing just what that extra something is. Several possibilities come to mind.
Research in a variety of areas has demonstrated the importance of causal relations in everyday thinking. For instance, story comprehension seems intimately tied to goals and motives, which provide reasons for actions, and to particular action scripts or scenarios, in which events at one point in time enable or cause particular events at a later time (e.g., Black, Galambos, & Read, 1984) . The power of attribution theory in a wide variety of domains also attests to the ubiquity of causal thinking. Attributional processes are often spontaneously activated (e.g., C. A. Anderson, 1983; Hastie, 1984; Winter & Ule-man, 1984; Wong & Weiner, 1981) and may be either fairly automatic or quite explicitly controlled. Other research has shown that causal links between events are quite strong, resistant to change, and frequently used in judging the relatedness of events (C. A. Anderson, New, & Speer, 1985; C. A. Anderson & Sechler, 1986; Pennington & Hastie, 1986; Read, 1987; Tversky & Kahneman, 1982) . Person types may differ from similar groupings of traits in the perceived causal relations among the traits. Traits in the same person type may be seen as being causally related in some way, possibly as reflections of the same underlying causal disposition.
A second possible explanation of the integrity of person types has to do with the perceived distribution of people. Person types may be sets of traits that perceivers believe to co-occur with unusual frequency. In MDS terms, this may be represented as unusually dense concentrations of people in multidimensional space, or as local maxima. It is not immediately clear to us how one could derive such a configuration and relate it to traits in a person-type approach, though we suggest one possibility in the following section. Note that this explanation is not incompatible with the first.
A third possibility derives from an exemplar view of person categorization (e.g., Medin& Shaffer, 1978) . If person types are represented by one or a few exemplars (real or composites), then the special linkage between traits within a type or cluster may simply be that they belong to the same person exemplar.
Finally, one could take a Gibsonian (Gibson, 1966) view of person types and postulate that information about person types exists in the social stimuli, that person types are thus perceived directly, and that the integrity need not be broken down or analyzed further. We are uncomfortable with such a view, because we believe that further analysis is possible. Person types can be described more completely by studying relations among parts. Indeed, our first suggestion about the perceived causal relations among traits focuses precisely on elemental relations.
Stereotypes
We view person types as subtle but real versions of stereotypes. One interesting feature of many stereotypes is that they contain features that in other contexts would seem contradictory. Of particular interest are stereotypes containing both evaluatively positive and negative features. For instance, Jewish mothers are seen as caring and interfering; businesspersons are seen as good citizens and ruthless. Such person types, though, cannot be identified by the cluster analysis procedures used in the present article, because generally positive traits and generally negative traits are separated early in any cluster analysis of trait intercorrelations. S. M. Andersen and Klatzky's (1987) distinction between social stereotypes and trait categories captures some of this within-person inconsistency; their methods for investigating this distinction may prove useful in addressing the typological/dimensional issue.
A second interesting feature concerns potential negative consequences of the causal nature of the special person-type links hypothesized earlier. Certainly, much of the adverse impact of negative racial stereotypes at the individual level occurs because of an implicit belief that expected negative features associated with the race are caused by an underlying factor associated with the race. Such a causal belief increases the resistance to contradictory information and also suggests that attempts to modify the negative features (i.e., treat the symptoms) will necessarily result in failure. From this standpoint, the stereotype-based perception of outgroup members as all alike is a causal one on the part of the stereotype-holder.
Alternatively, as suggested in the prior section, the integrity of person types may derive from unusually dense areas in the multidimensional space of perceivers' IPTs. Thus, one possible technique for recovering person types that contain evaluatively contradictory traits may be to do cluster analyses of the described persons, rather than traits (cf. Rosenberg, 1976) . Then one would need to identify the distinguishing features of the derived clusters. Such research is beyond the scope of this article, but we feel that if the methodological problems can be solved, improved understanding of stereotypes and person types will result.
Person Memory
Our findings of unique person-type effects and our approach to describing similarity among traits have implications for research in person memory. The relation between trait (or behavior) consistency and memory for traits (or behaviors) has received much attention (Hastie, 1980; Hastie & Kumar, 1979; SruU, 1981; Wyer & Gordon, 1982) . Many advances have been made recently (e.g., Bargh & Thein, 1985; Devine & Ostrom, 1988; Erber & Fiske, 1984; Srull, Lichtenstein, & Rothbart, 1985) , yet key questions concerning the definition of consistency remain. We propose that one definition of trait consistency be the correlation between traits (cf. Devine & Ostrom, 1988) . The correlation matrix from our person description data essentially describes which traits people expect to co-occur with which other traits. Trait pairs with strong positive correlations are consistent; those with strong negative correlations are inconsistent; those with essentially zero correlations are unrelated.
A somewhat different definition of consistency would be based on trait distances in the multidimensional space. Knowing the dimensional locations of traits (in two, three, or six dimensions for instance), one could compute a distance matrix which parallels the correlation matrix. Trait pairs that are close to each other are consistent; those that are far apart are inconsistent; those that are an intermediate distance apart are unrelated. 7
These definitions have both methodological and theoretical implications. Methodologically, they allow one to create stimulus sets with known characteristics. One could systematically vary the consistency of impression sets, hold constant the relation of the target traits to the impression sets, and observe the results. Similarly, one could hold constant the consistency of the impression sets but vary the target consistency.
Theoretically, use of these definitions leads to a host of ques-tions regarding person memory. For instance, what is the relation between trait consistency and memory? Does this relation depend on factors that encourage or inhibit causal thinking, studying, or attempts at impression formation? Does the trait consistency-memory relation differ as a function of the definition of consistency used? Perhaps the distance definition works better than the correlation version. If so, what does this reveal about the underlying cognitive processes? Finally, perhaps distance along one dimension (e.g., the evaluative one) is more important than distance along the other. Of course, we also expect cluster membership to affect memory and cognitive process variables, such as attention. That is, even after controlling for various dimensional factors, member status should still influence the cognitive processes involved in person perception.
Concluding Remarks
Typological models of person perception add to our understanding of social thinking. People do think of others in terms of person types; these person types are not completely describable in dimensional terms.
Using different methodologies, Powell and Juhnke (1983) reached similar conclusions. Subjects examined a set of traits and sorted them into groupings reflective of real people. These same traits were rated for their similarities to each other. The results showed that a cluster analysis of similarity ratings of traits was more accurate in reproducing direct groupings of traits than either factor analysis or MDS of the same similarity ratings. Our work went beyond Powell and Juhnke's work in independently validating the integrity of person types through an impression formation experiment. Nevertheless, although either set of studies alone may be only moderately convincing, our work in combination with the results of Powell and Juhnke demonstrates the need for a typological approach to person perception.
We feel that current information-processing models of person perception can be modified to accommodate the special connectedness of traits belonging to the same person type. As yet, we do not know what connects these types of traits, although we have speculated that a type of perceived causal link exists. Future work in this area should attempt to explicate the links more clearly so that a more complete picture of the person perception process can be drawn.
